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Thank you from the Executive Director
Dear Fleet Forum Annual Conference attendees,
It was such a pleasure to meet you at our Annual
Conference. Based on your feedback, the conference has
was instrumental in inspiring you, by offering a platform
where experiences and practices can be shared. I enjoyed
the energy during the conference as well as the very active
contribution from all of you.
The conference shows its success only if the inspiration
and the ideas captured during the conference will be
followed up on and implemented. During the two days, we
discussed how leadership is instrumental for the success of
organisations. 100% of the delegates share the opinion that
senior management engagement is (extremely) important
for the success of improvement within fleet management.
However, only 57% agree that senior management is
engaged. Besides, 45% of the people indicated that senior
management does not have a clue about driver behavior
performance.
Based on the perception about senior management
engagement, there is a strong need for leadership from
fleet managers. Yet, 52% of the delegates indicate that
leadership is related to a senior management role. I wish
to call upon those who do not see leadership as part of
their role: it is. Stand up and show your leadership. Only
then you can be a successful leader towards your staff and
engage senior managers into supporting you.
Delegates indicate leadership characteristics include:
• Guiding your staff with a clear vision;
• Don’t be afraid to hire staff with more knowledge about
a subject than yourself;
• Let staff feel they are contributing to the success of the
organisation;
• Welcome failure and learn from it;
• Reflect on the leadership style you need when starting
a change;
• Communicate to senior managers about the support
you need.
This behavior will support your success, engage senior
management and improve the position of fleet management.
At this time, only 27% of the local fleet managers are
involved in developing donor proposals. A better position
of fleet managers will make you more influential in the fleet
management support to programmes.

We looked at 2 major trends that need attention from
organisations. Firstly, fleet sharing is a topic that is being
discussed for some years. 100% of the participants agrees
that fleet sharing is a logical way to save costs. Yet, only 8%
is convinced that their organisation will share vehicles with
other organisations within the next year. I am happy that
a group of ambitious delegates have formed a working
group to prepare a pilot with fleet sharing.
Secondly, more organisations struggle with finding
resources to fund vehicle acquisition. This leads to aging
fleets and an increasing reliance on rental vehicles. Both
are cost-increasing trends. Donor regulations, or rather
unwillingness to fund fleet, is one of the reasons that
this trend is being seen in more organisations. However,
donors do not limit their support to the costs of transport,
they only limit funding of procurement of vehicles.
Organisations need to better understand these regulations
and adapt their internal financial structures in order to stop
this negative trend.
Our host UPS provided an insight in their over 100 year
experience with road safety. Aid and development
organisations can learn from their experience. Some of the
ideas include:
• driver training, which is only effective when management
is committed and staff is involved;
• analising the working environment and hazards are
identified;
• improvements can’t be realised without the right data:
drivers should be recognized for safe behavior and road
crashes are a management problem.
These are just some of the inspiring ideas. It is mportant
to realise, that this is a system of activities and only if all
activities are being executed, the system works.
I want to thank you again for the joining us for two inspiring
days in Budapest. I look forward to continue working with
you to engage senior managers, to continuously improve
fleet management performance and to be open to trends.
Warm regards,
Paul Jansen
Executive Director, Fleet Forum

Conference presentations: https://knowledge.fleetforum.org
Conference photos: https://www.fleetforum.org/2019-annual-conference
The Fleet Forum Board:
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What our Delegates think about leadership:
a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I strongly disagree

Great leaders are not afraid to hire people
that might be better than them

A great leader lets staff feel they contribute
to the success of the organisation

a. 88%

a. 96%
b. 4%

b. 12%

Leadership is about the role of senior
managers in the organisation

Great leaders welcome failure

d. 26%

a. 66%
a. 26%

c. 23%

c. 7%

b. 27%

b. 26%

When I start a change, I reflect how my
leadership style will drive this change
a. 63%

b.37%

a. Yes, always
b. Sometimes
c. Never thought about it

nsen

e Director, Fleet Forum
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Keynote address

Making it happen: The role of leaders in managing change
In management today, there is no shortage of good ideas, best practices and new technology. Yet with
the abundance of solutions at our disposal, why do so many organisations fail to progress or to achieve
their vision? The primary reason is that we tend to underestimate the importance of organizational
buy-in and managing change. The most exciting technical innovation will not solve any problems if it is
not adopted. Leaders must not only articulate the goal and its importance (Why this? Why now?), they
must also actively drive implementation and provide governance.
In this engaging session, Bublu Thakur-Weigold, Associate Director of Programs at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, will present her theory on performance management, and provide some practical methods and examples.
Key takeaways from the keynote:
• How to turn a vision into reality;
• Learn about methods to turn visions and ideas into projects that add
value to the organisation;
• The different personalities that contribute to the learning/doing cycle;
• Observations on methods tried by organisations, but which do not
work and why;
• Which methods do work to implement ideas and change.
Read the presentation on our Knowledge platform
Review the keynote address recording on our Facebookpage
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"Good ideas"
"Great Summery"

Breakout sessions - The role of leadership
Session #1 - Leadership in people management
People are an organization’s most important resource. As the generational balance in the workplace continues to
shift (Millennials will comprise more than 50% of the workforce by 2020), more responsive, agile leaders are needed.
Lynne Proude, International Human Resource Consultant with Mainspring Resourcing, will explore the key characteristics of the future leader. She will also share what her research has unveiled about career development and retention
expectations in the fleet management sector.

"Interesting and topical discussion, good engagement from the group."
"Very good communication and impacting skills"
Session #2 - No leadership, no nothing
Strong leadership is needed to implement road safty strategy. In this 'silent' session Paul and Rose will explore what
leadership engagement means, how you can recognise leadership engagement and how you can prepare yourself for
the moment that senior management prioritises road safety.

I have the guts to tell the most senior manager that
road safety is not taken seriously:
56%
44%
0%
0%

a. Yes. And I did
b. Yes, if I knew who is accountable for road safety
c. No, that would mean the end of my career
d. No, I leave that to my manager

a. 56%

b. 44%

Session #3 - Leadership and managing results
In this breakout session, Bublu Thakur-Weigold, Associate Director of Programs at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, will work with participants to review their organisation’s strategic objectives, and the key projects that are
planned (or ongoing) to achieve those objectives.

50%with their targets, and consider the type
Working in groups, participants will examine the alignment of these projects
of governance that must be in place to measure and accelerate results. Participants will provide one another feedback,
then Bublu will draw on the collective intelligence of the group to apply theory to real-life problems.

"Great insights"
Session #4 - Leadership in road safety: Reducing crashes through positive
reinforcement of driver behaviour
Some years ago, UPS realised that driver training would not be enough to dramatically reduce road traffic crashes. To
achieve their goal, they would need to go further. The company adopted a tool that would support both drivers and
management.
The technology coaches drivers while driving, enabling them to anticipate traffic and drive defensively. Regular reports
enable management to see marked driver improvements and, in turn, to reward drivers for improved skills. In this
session, Paul Mooney of UPS and Ruben Kragten of V-tron will explore the reasons why this approach is so successful.
b. 55%

The most senior manager knows what our performance is
when it comes to driver behaviour
55%
45%
0%

a. Yes, ofcourse
b. No, she/he does not have a clue
b. She/he might have an idea

c. 45%
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Breakout sessions - How to thrive
Session #1 - Fleet sharing between NGOs: How to make it happen
During the Annual Conference 2018, keynote speaker Mubarak Moosa of Frost & Sullivan, shared his ideas about the
future of transport. He spoke about a shift from fleet management to mobility management in the coming 10-15 years,
whereby most organisations will no longer own their own vehicles. Instead, they will fulfil their transport needs when
and how they require depending on the circumstances.
Fleet sharing is a first step in that direction. It offers the ideal solution for organisations whose fleets are under-utilised
or that have multiple vehicles traversing the exact same routes as other organisations. Sharing vehicles is a win-winwin: it reduces transport costs, environmental impact and road safety-related risks. During this session, Paul Jansen,
Executive Director of Fleet Forum, will discuss the challenges and opportunities of fleet sharing between NGOs and
how to make it an operational reality.

Fleet sharing is a logical way to save costs:
36%
64%
0%
0%

a. 36%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I strongly disagree

b. 64%

Session #2 - Adapting to changing donor regulations: How to fund your fleet
Over the years, aid and development sector donors have shifted their funding focus away from the procurement of
programme-related vehicles in favour of transport costs. The shift is an attempt to ensure more effective and cost-efficient funding. But, like most decisions, it has a direct and immediate impact on beneficiaries, and is causing aid and
development sector leaders to re-think how to fund vehicle fleets in future.
Bas Janssen of Geopost-DPD and Kevin Jones of Toyota Gibraltar Stockholdings will facilitate a discussion to shed
light on the impact of changing donor regulations and challenge delegates to re-think their current funding models.

"Very enlightening discussion about the challenges facing organisations,
probably mostly NGOs, with providing fleet for shorter-term programmes"

Session #3 - The Driver Behavior App: How to leverage the results Facilitators:
Last year during the Annual Conference, the Fleet Forum team kicked-off a Driver Behaviour App project. The key
focus of the project has been to test different technologies designed to influence driver behaviour. During this breakout session, Fleet Forum’s Vered Ehsani and Rose van Steijn will share the preliminary results and describe the way
forward.
They will also unveil a new project, supported by the UPS Foundation, to develop tools and methodologies that will
improve Road Crash Analysis. They will share ideas about the project and seek input from session participants.

67% of our participants see driver behaviour
apps becoming mainstream in the sector within
1-3 years. 33% think it will take 3-7 years.

67%

33%
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Breakout sessions - How to thrive
Session #4 - Outsourcing your fleet: Why you should or shouldn’t do it
Well-known management consultant and author Peter Drucker argued that companies are more successful when they
shed non-core activities. His advice was to “do what you do best, and outsource the rest.” Outsourcing can bring
significant benefits to an organisation. But leaving the management of your fleet to a third party does come with risks
and challenges.
In this breakout session, participants will use business cases and group discussions to explore how outsourcing can
provide added value to their organisation. The outcome of this workshop will be used to create a one-pager with tips
and best practices.

"Good discussion after an excellent introduction.
Very relevant topic!"

Host presentation
Road Safety Excellence: How UPS sustains its global commitment
Since 1913, when UPS acquired its first Ford Model T delivery car, road safety has been a priority for the company and
its people. UPS devotes substantial time and resources to improving the safety of its delivery services for employees,
customers, communities and the environment. Through its safety culture and its employees’ collective on-road experience (its drivers log about three billion miles each year), the organisation has a unique insight into road safety.
Around the world, UPS takes a leading role in improving road safety through its partnerships and the UPS Road Code,
a program designed for young or inexperienced drivers. But how can UPS maintain its drive to continuously improve
the safety of the world’s roads? How does the organisation’s culture contribute to sustaining that drive? UPS Director
of Human Resources Paul Mooney will explain the key to the successful UPS track record in reducing road crashes.

Click to review the presentation and the UPS video
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Breakout sessions: practical, field-based solutions
Session #1 - Equipping fleet managers to go beyond donor compliance
Donors provide funds that organisations critically need to achieve their objectives. Coupled with those grants, though,
are invariably rules and regulations, on everything from vehicle procurement to disposal, with which organisations
must comply. While transportation is the cornerstone of programme delivery, fleet managers are typically brought on
board only after grant agreements are signed. Consequently, organisations enter into commitments with underfunded
transport or poor fleet management practices.
In this practical session, Fleet Forum’s Nikita Udhwani will explore how to help your country fleet manager become
more knowledgeable about donor regulations and requirements and capably partner with programme managers in
order to get their transportation strategies right from the start of the donor project lifecycle.

My local fleet managers are actively involved
in developing donor proposals
0%
27%
45%
27%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I strongly disagree

d. 27%

b. 27%
c. 45%

Session #2 - Clean Fleet Toolkit: Improve your fleet management ecosystem
No matter the context and the budget, there is always something an organisation can do to improve the performance
of its fleet and, by extension, lower its emissions and operating costs.
Vered Ehsani, Project Manager at Fleet Forum, will lead participants through an introductory session on the Clean
Fleet Toolkit and its powerful application to a wide variety of situations. In the process, participants will gain access to
a free tool that can be used to strengthen their fleet management ecosystem.

On the statement 'When will the environmental impact of your fleet really be a priority'
67% of our participants say it already is. 33% says within 1-3 years.
Session #3 - A 10-step plan to improved fleet management
In 2016, the World Health Organization (WHO) began its journey to improve its fleet management practices in order to
better support government efforts to achieve Universal Health Coverage and meet the UN Sustainable Development
Goals.
In this breakout session, Naser Husain, WHO Fleet Manager in Iraq, and Fredric Caillette, WHO Project Manager,
will describe the steps they took to implement the WHO Fleet Services initiative, now being piloted in six countries,
including Iraq. They will share their recommendations on how best to start the improvement process, identify
problems and opportunities, and engage the organization in the initiative.

On the statement 'How important is senior management engagement for the success of your
implementation' 90% of our participants answered: "Extreme important."
Session #4 - System Readiness: The key success factors
It is often thought that introducing a Vehicle Tracking System (VTS) or a Fleet Management System (FMS) will solve a
wide range of problems associated with the management and control of vehicle fleets. Sadly, that’s not always true.
In this workshop, Joseph Yasmine of Novacom CLS Services and Rob McConnell of Fleet Forum will provide an
overview of the critical success factors for a system implementation project. The information they will share is based
on discussions with a wide range of organisations that have undertaken these projects. While following these steps
is never a guarantee of success, the session will highlight the key challenges you’re likely to face during a system
acquisition and implementation, and how to avoid the all-too-common pitfalls.
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Mission: breakout

Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships. This year, Fleet Forum launced the first-ever
Fleet Management Escape Room.
This exercise got everyone out of their chair and actively working toghether to solve country fleet management
challenges within 60 minutes, allowing participants to experience teamwork and leadership.

Best Transport Achievement Award
The 2019 Fleet Forum Best Transport Achievement Award has been awarded to the United Nations World Food
Programme (WFP) for the SHERP project. Nenad Grkovic and Paul Dettmer accepted the award on behalf of WFP.
SHERP is the name given to the amphibious all-terrain vehicle recently piloted by WFP. Its key objective for engaging
in alternative modes of transportation is to reduce transport costs by replacing airlifts and airdrops, which accounts
for a substantial share of its overall operations budget.
WFP’s Global Fleet Unit has been assessing innovative
solutions to ensure the operational continuation of goods
deliveries by WFP’s truck fleet under complex conditions.
Due to poor infrastructure, tough terrain and flooded
roads, WFP often relies on airdrops and airlifts during rainy
season. Transporting goods by air, however, results in both
extensive costs and significantly higher environmental
impact compared to overland transportation. Often, it’s
the “last-mile” that poses the most difficulties for road
transportation and eventually leaves no other option than
to use aircrafts to deliver food commodities.
SHERP, an all-terrain vehicle, has outstanding, unparalleled
off-road performance, excellent maneuverability, simple
engineering and the ability to float and pass any terrain,
including swamps and climbing obstacles up to one meter.
The trial operations showed that the SHERP allowed WFP to reach its destinations at a fraction of the cost of air
transportation: A 75% reduction in cost resulted in effective savings of USD 1.7m in 5 weeks. The use of the SHERP
also positively impacts the effectiveness of WFP’s food transport operations as they allow them to reach locations
irrespective of the seasonal and weather conditions.
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Pre-conference workshops
Session #1 - The benefits and challenges of electric vehicles
Facilitators:
		

Andres Cabrera, Key Account Manager
Marlo Timmer, General Manager

The workshop focus is on the current criteria for vehicle selection by humanitarian organizations and how this will
be influenced by the new developments in the automotive industry. Vehicle selection is often influenced by personal
perception, and we would like to have an open discussion with the audience to sketch a roadmap for “the rocky road”
to Zero (or low) Emission fleet.

How many years will it take for your
fleet to consist of 50% electric vehicles?

40% think it
will take 3-7 years

60% think it
will take 7+ years

Session #2 - Uber-ize your fleet:
Leveraging on-demand technology to drive fleet efficiency
Facilitator:

Joel McElravy, Senior Manager - Special Projects

Fleet ownership can be costly and inflexible. Learn how on- demand technology and leasing solutions designed for the
aid and development sector can provide optimized, flexible access to transportation capacity for your organization.

Vehicle on Demand' concepts add value to the
management of my fleet:
46%
38%
8%
8%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I strongly disagree

8%
8%

46%

38%

"Excellent presentation and demonstration of how this form
brings vendors closer to the needs of the sector."
Session #3 - Running a fleet safety campaign: A telematics perspective
Facilitators:
		

Neil Selby, Senior Business Transformation Manager
Lee Burton, Tech Consultant

The aim of this workshop is to provide insight into best practices for improving driver safety in an organisation, how
technology can be used to aid managers and drivers alike and the importance of leadership and driver engagement
throughout the process.

In my organisation we consistently
evaluate fleet safety campaigns:
0%
20%
60%
20%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I disagree

20%
60%
20%
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Pre-conference workshops
Session #4 - The value of investing in people
Facilitators:
		

Jean-Philippe Lezeau, Fleet Management Advisor
Catherine Richardson, Technical Training Assistant Manager

Investment in people through road safety, training and further development. Explore the impact of training on fleet
management key performance indicators, and how these outcomes motivate and drive organisational success.

In my organisation we measure the
impact of our training activities:

c. 25%

a. 25%

25% a. I strongly agree

50% b. I somewhat agree

25% c. I somewhat disagree
0% d. I disagree

a. 50%

"Excellent engagement with participants, with interactive discussions.
Great also to have two facilitators, just to keep things dynamic!"
Session #5 - Apps: Sharing the responsibility for better fleet management
Facilitators:
		

Tony Connolly, Commercial Manager
Gwyn Roberts, CEO

In this workshop, the aim is to answer questions such as:
• Where can Apps provide quick wins?
• Is your organisation ready to adopt Apps?
• How should Apps be introduced into your current ways of working?
a. 67%

Do you agree investing in smart phone
technology to manage driver behaviour
will surely provide ROI.

67% a. I strongly agree

33% b. I somewhat agree

0% c. I somewhat disagree
0% d. I disagree

b. 33%

"Very interesting collaborative session by sharing ideas."
"Fun and interactive session!"
Session #6 - To be or not be: A sitting duck
Facilitators:
		

Lennart Alkemade, Business Development & Quality
Louis Huijzen, General Manager

What is mobilityand what it means to you, the possible challenges you are facing in the field and the solutions that
might be available.
a. 50%

Organisations jeopardise staff safety when
operating soft skins without run flats:
b. 50%

11

50%
50%
0%
0%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I disagree
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Pre-conference workshops
Session #7 - How to reward every crash-free kilometre
Facilitator:

Chevalya Nair, Africa Operations Manager

Research has shown that incentives can help to foster good behaviour by providing people with the initial motivation
to practice healthy habits. The safer you drive, the more the rewards you earn and the higher the likelihood that you
will continuously drive safely. During this workshop, we will discuss different methods that can be implemented to
encourage better driving behaviour, and the role of recognition and reward. Let’s make the roads a safer place, one
driver at a time.
25%

Only non-financial reward programmes
can change driver behaviour
13%
25%
50%
12%

a. I strongly agree
b. I somewhat agree
c. I somewhat disagree
d. I strongly disagree

8%
8%

50%

Session #8 - Armoured vehicles: Mid-life refurbishment and
end- of-life destruction
Facilitators:
		

Carl Kenyon, Through Life Support Manager
Rowan Carpenter, Senior Sales Lead

The aim of this workshop is to help armoured vehicle fleet managers identify when they could refurbish a vehicle
and when they should choose to destroy it. This will be coupled with what considerations they should have in undertaking either of these decisions, including the latest international standards (PAS301) for automotive safety and
correct disposal. Participants will be able to take away a flow chart for future reference of points to consider when
deciding what to do with their vehicle.

"Good stuff - very useful. Refurbishment is a subject
for more detailed examination and consideration"
Session #9 - Fleet Management Success: How to engage all of
your organisational stakeholders
Facilitators:
		

Joseph Yasmine, Key Account Manager
Gregory Geli, Head of Sales

This collaborative session will help to define the key factors needed for the successful implementation of a fleet
management project. We will explore who the key people are who should be involved, the expected results of the
implementation, how to build the project internally and get support from key partners. By the end of the session, you
will be ready to launch your project.

Session #10 How to break barriers and change mentalities
How does the sharing or resources impact your day-to-day activities at different levels within the organisation? This
session will help participants to identify the benefits of shared resourcing and learn how to avoid the common pitfalls.

"Engaging session."
"Some decent brainstorming"
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Pre-conference workshops
Session #10 - Improving the tender process

Facilitators: Patrick Onderwater, Co-owner
		
Daan Geurs, Sales
The key objective of this workshop is to discuss how we can, together, improve the tender specification process to
make it easier for both sides – the party providing the bid or tender and the party requesting it.

We do evaluate the tender process with the
suppliers that were not selected

b. 17%

a. 33%

33% a. I strongly agree

17% b. I somewhat agree

50% c. I somewhat disagree
0% d. I strongly disagree

c. 50%

"Interesting insights thanks to the good and
open discussion!
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About Fleet Forum
Fleet Forum is a non-profit organisation inspiring better, cleaner, safer and more effective transport around the world.
Established in 2003, we were born through a coming together of the International Federation of the Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies, the United Nations World Food Programme and World Vision International. The idea was
to establish a collaborative organisation dedicated to developing practical solutions to address complex aid and
development sector challenges. We are on a mission to save lives, save money and save the planet by making roads
safer and driving less costly and cleaner in developing nations.
We are enablers. We bring together key players in the aid and development and commercial transport sectors. We
inspire those with knowledge to share what they know and to learn from others. We develop programmes to realise
better fleet management. We provide support and encourage the collaboration needed to realise cleaner global
practices, better legislation and, ultimately, a world powered by sustainable transport.

Members
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Convening Activities
Advanced Fleet Excellence Training
29 April - 1 May | Lebanon
10 - 12 June | Kenya

2019 Driver Recognition Programme Finals, East & Southeast Africa
24 - 25 May | Kenya

Annual Fleet Forum Conference
19 - 20 June | Hungary

Basic Fleet Excellence Training
26 - 28 May | Kenya

16 - 18 September | Lebanon

26 - 28 August | Ethiopia

7 - 9 October | Nigeria

Basic Fleet Excellence Training at AidEx
11 - 14 November | Belgium

Webinars
30 January | Rightsizing the Fleet

7 August | Optimise Fleet Ultilization

27 February | Data Collection and Analysis

4 September | Road Safety Data Analysis

13 March | How to Assess Organisational Risk

25 September | Leadership in Road Safety

10 April | How to Prepare a Tender

2 October | To Buy or to Rent

8 May | Coaching your Drivers

6 November | Creating Fleet Policy

5 June | Reward & Recognition Schemes

4 December | Communicating as a Manager
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